Evaluation of the compatibility between corrosion casts and 3D reconstruction of pig head arterial system on cone beam computed tomography
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Abstract: This study aimed to compare the corrosion cast models of the porcine head arterial system with three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions using cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) of these cast models. Six heads from sows were simultaneously injected through both carotid arteries with Duracryl Plus for corrosion cast technique and an additional head, also from another one sow head, was filled with saturated lead tetroxide (Pb3O4) in a 10% hot water solution (40°C) of gelatin for CBCT study. Two-dimensional (2D) images were stored in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM). Subsequently, segmentation and post-processing of these images were performed by using various software programs. The 3D models were found to be compatible with the corrosion cast models. It was observed that osseous structures and arteries were clearly identified on CBCT images. Specimen scan, segmentation, and post segmentation had a duration of 10-15 minutes, 4 hours, and 15 minutes, respectively. The internal carotid artery, external carotid artery, and its main branches were seen well on 3D models. In conclusion, it is considered that 3D models and images can be effectively used in anatomy education, radiological evaluations, pathological and variational investigations.
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Introduction

Recently studies have examining the vascular component of the head region of different animal species by using the corrosion cast technique (1, 19). This technique is used to visualize hollow or virtual anatomical spaces. The cavity is filled with a liquid or at least malleable substance, that is subsequently allowed to solidify, after which the surrounding tissues are removed by biological, enzymatic, or chemical maceration (4). When the morphology of the vascular system is examined with this technique, accurate diagnosis and follow-up of the disease are performed, as well as surgical planning and evaluation are possible. In addition, this technique is beneficial for both students and researchers in anatomy education, research, and clinical applications (5, 6, 18). However, its application is limited due to the application difficulties and repeatability problems. (9, 11, 12). For this reason, it is considered that the models obtained by the
corrosion casting technique can be used in anatomy education by using a different method.

The adversities encountered in the corrosion casting technique can be prevented by using three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction models of cross-sectional images obtained using imaging systems (6, 11). It is necessary to scan the whole structure by one of the imaging systems (Magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or micro-computed tomography) to obtain two-dimensional (2D) cross-sectional images of the structure, and combine these images by using different programs to create 3D models (6, 14, 16). Although the general anatomy of the vessels in the porcine head is known, there are no studies in which the techniques of corrosion casting and modeling with 3D reconstruction are applied.

Therefore, it was aimed to investigate the head arteries of porcine (Sus scrofa domestica) with 3D reconstructions models from cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) images and evaluate the compatibility with corresponding corrosion casting specimens.

**Materials and Methods**

Seven mature sow heads were obtained immediately after the slaughtering of animals (Six months old, 95 – 105 kg body weight) for meat consumption in a licensed abattoir (Han Asparouhovo, Stara Zagora, Bulgaria) in accordance with the Bulgarian respective legislation. The head arterial system was washed with distilled water through the common carotid arteries approximately twenty hours after the death until leakage of the residual blood via jugular veins for avoiding obstruction in downstream channels by blood clots (4). Subsequently, two syringes were mounted on both carotid arteries of six heads for simultaneous introduction of 100 ml of Duracryl Plus (Spofa Dental, Czech Republic) solution (50 g cold polymerizing mixture + 150 ml methacrylate) using a special device constructed by us for such purposes (Figure 1). After that, the filled specimens were left at room temperature for 24 hours to complete the resin’s polymerization. Then the heads were placed into 5% Potassium hydroxide for 10 days at 45°C for removing the soft tissue. Finally, the corrosion specimens were washed with slow running water with some detergent to removing the remaining fat. One additional head was injected in the same way with a saturated solution of 120 g lead tetroxide (Pb3O4) in 100 ml 10% gelatin in hot water (40°C).

Following injection, specimens were scanned with the CBCT at the Trakia University Faculty of Veterinary Medicine in Stara Zagora, on a Fidex I (Fidex, Animage LLC, California, USA) which is a unique three-modality diagnostic imaging system (Figure 2a, Figure 2b and Figure 2c). Scan parameters for all specimens were 0.46 mm slice thickness, 110 kV and 150 mA, field of view 23 cm diameter, and total scanning time approximately 15 minutes. After the scanning process was performed all images were taken and transferred to the high-quality computer allowing the segmentation process. 2D images were uploaded to the 3D Slicer software program (3D slicer, 4.11.0 version, GitHub, San Francisco, USA). The 3D reconstruction models were segmented and created through all levels of the coronal, transversal, and sagittal cross-sections. During the segmentation process, the head skeleton and arteries were rendered in every section based on distinctive grey-scale values to separate the different tissues (Figure 2d). After the head skeleton and arteries were manually segmented, the 3D models were created one by one (8). Subsequently, the post-segmentation process was performed on the 3D digital models with Meshmixer software (Autodesk Inc., San Francisco, version 3.5). The final 3D models of the head skeleton and the arteries were achieved after corrections were applied (Figure 2e). The terms used in the descriptions below are from the Nomina Anatomica Veterinaria (15).

![Figure 1. The device designed to fill the arteries of the samples simultaneously.](image)
Results

It was seen that osseous structures and arteries could be well identified on CBCT images on both gelatin and the Duracryl corrosion casting specimens (Figure 2d, Figure 3b and Figure 3d). The combination of corrosion casting and CBCT scanning results in a visible arterial circulatory system that can be well separated from bone tissue (Figure 3). Specimen scanning, segmentation, and postsegmentation had a duration of 10-15 minutes, 4 hours, and 15 minutes, respectively. Using these procedures, the 3D models of these anatomical casts of the vessels were displayed (Figure 3b and 3d) and it was seen that these models allow even better visualization of the morphology of the arterial circulatory system. The 3D model of the gelatin-filled cast (Figure 3d) and the Duracryl corrosion cast are shown in Figures 3d and 3b. It should be noted that gelatin gave better contrast on CBCT.

Almost all of the cranial head arteries, including branches of the internal carotid artery and external carotid artery were well visible on the 3D models of gelatin specimen. These arteries can be seen in Figure 4. It was also clearly seen that the right and left lingual arteries were anastomosed at the tip of the tongue (Figure 4, arrow). The 3D models were found to be compatible with the corrosion cast models. However, it was observed that the arteries were seen much better in gelatin specimens than the Duracryl corrosion cast specimens (Figure 3). Two different models of the cranial head arteries were given in Figures 3b and 3d.

Discussion and Conclusion

In literature, there are studies on the cranial head vessels of different animal species visualized by various chemicals and techniques that mostly concern the variety of brain vascularization (1, 2, 10, 16, 17, 19-21). However, there are no studies investigating the technique of corrosion casting combined with 3D modeling. In this study, for the first time, we rendered two different types of 3D reconstruction models of porcine cranial head arteries from two different corrosion casting types. Both techniques revealed clearly, instructive pictures of filled vessels, including also such delicate networks as these of rete mirabile. Also, anastomosing structures that are very difficult to detect or easily damages during dissection can be easily identified at the tip of the tongue. In our opinion, this is seriously advantage of that technique and highlights its suitability for education and other demonstration. Such 3D STL files can be used to produce 3D printed models, as well. In this way, it is thought the problem of replication in corrosion casting will be overcome.
Figure 3. Comparison of the visualization of different corrosion cast and 3D models. 
(a) Latero-caudal aspect of the Duracryl Plus corrosion cast specimen, (b) Caudo-ventral aspect of the 3D model of the Duracryl Plus corrosion cast specimen, (c) Lateral aspect of the gelatin corrosion cast specimen after some dissection, and (d) Ventral aspect of the 3D model of the gelatin corrosion cast specimen.
One of the previous studies emphasized that computer-based learning was becoming popular because of decreasing education time, increasing student numbers, and education material costs (7). Parallel to these advantages, it was thought that 3D reconstruction models are useful education material for both theoretical and practical lessons for students in this study. These 3D models can be oriented in any desired position, useful cross-sections can be taken from the desired points and also length and volume measurements can be made. It can be summarized that these are the most important advantages compared to the original casts in this study.

It was also known that the cadaver dissection is the traditional learning material for anatomy and it has some limitations such as financial, ethical, and cultural problems (3, 7). As a matter of fact, the samples obtained by the Duracryl corrosion casting technique are quite fragile. Small vessel structures can be easily broken down when used in education halls. Therefore, these models are usually stored in areas such as museums and exhibition halls (13). On the other hand, the most prominent disadvantage of the gelatin corrosion casting model is that dissection should be performed to make the vessels visible.

As expressed before, this 3D reconstruction CBCT model may contribute to the corrosion cast methodologies and investigations in the pig’s head. We concluded that the gelatin corrosion cast technique was much better detail quality on cone-beam computed tomography images than the Duracryl corrosion cast.
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